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1 This document

1.1 Validity

This document applies to the DNI-1 interface in conjunction with external systems (ATM/
ACS) or the camera controller (dome/control desk).

This document has been produced on the basis of DNI-1 version 3.00 (hardware). The
description of the configuration is based on the user interface of recorder DMS 240 Version
6.0.4.

Note
If necessary refer to the separate documentation for connecting
cash desk systems via the DNI-1.

1.2 Documents

Installation and Configuration (this document)

This operating manual contains detailed descriptions of the connection and configuration
routines. In addition it also contains general information about the product as well as technical
data.

The target audience of this document are exclusively specially trained and authorized
professionals ("installers").

1.3 Convention

This document contains various warning words and symbols that indicate potential sources
of danger. Various symbols and formats are used to maintain the clarity of the document.

DANGER

The warning word DANGER denotes an immediate danger
that may cause death or serious injury if it is not averted.

WARNING

The warning word WARNING denotes a possible danger that
may cause death or serious injury if it is not averted.

CAUTION

The warning word CAUTION denotes a possible danger that
may cause minor injury if it is not averted.

IMPORTANT
The word IMPORTANT denotes information for preventing
damage, incorrect configurations or incorrect actions.
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NOTE

A NOTE offers information on principles, special features and
efficient procedure as well as general recommendations.

Expression Expressions in bold and italics generally indicate a control
element on the device (switches or labels) or on its user interface
(buttons, menu entries).
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2 For your safety

Only use this unit if it is technically in proper working order, to the intended purpose and
while keeping safety and potential dangers in mind. Have malfunctions or damages eliminated
immediately!

Appoint a professional

Installation, mounting, connection, start-up and configuration of the unit may only be carried
out by trained and authorized professionals (installers).

Unless otherwise expressly specified, this also applies to the maintenance, testing and
repair. In doing do the regulations of the DIN VDE 0701 series of standards (repair,
modification and inspection of electrical appliances) must be followed in addition.

Read and pay attention to the documents

Carefully and completely read the documents included in delivery. Always pay attention to
the provided instructions, notes and warnings.

Do not make modifications

Do not make any modifications to the unit (neither to the software nor the hardware) without
consulting Dallmeier electronic. Improper modifications can cause malfunctions or damages.
Dallmeier electronic accepts no liability for damages resulting from unauthorized or improper
modifications to the unit.

rotection against condensation water
If the unit is brought from a cold to a warm environment, condensation water can form
inside the unit. Short-circuits may then lead to damage to the system. Wait up to 8 hours for
the unit to reach room temperature before starting it up.

Observe the rated voltage

The unit can be damaged or destroyed by the application of an incorrect voltage.

The mains voltage must always match the rated voltage of the unit. The rated voltage is
specified on the rating plate of the unit.

Observe ratings

Unsuitable ambient conditions and improper installation (mainly too high ambient temperature
and insufficient ventilation) may reduce the unit’s life cycle. Ensure compliance with the
stated operating conditions (see technical data), requirements at the installation site and, if
applicable, maintenance regulations.

pansion components/peripheral devices

Use only expansion components conforming with the technical data of the unit. Inappropriate
peripheral devices may result in the violation of local laws and regulations and damages to
the unit. Furthermore, the use of peripheral devices that are not certified by Dallmeier
electronic results in loss of warranty. In case of doubt, contact the sales partner responsible
for your area.
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Do not open the unit
Do not open the housing of the unit. There are no components inside the unit that require
maintenance by the user. The inspection, maintenance and repair with an open housing
must only be carried out by trained and authorized professionals (installer).

Penetration of foreign bodies and liquids

No objects or liquids may be allowed to get into the device. In this case, immediately
disconnect the unit from the power supply (pull out the power plug). Please contact the
sales partner responsible for your area.

Measures to be taken in the event of damage and burnt smell

If you notice burnt smell or formation of smoke from a unit, immediately disconnect it from
the power supply (pull out the power plug). Please contact the sales partner responsible for
your area.

Disposal

Disconnect the unit from the power supply. Remove all connected units and system
components. Return the unit to your respective sales partner.
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3 General instructions

3.1 Scope of delivery

Included in the standard scope of delivery is:

2 x DNI-1 interface

1 x 3-pin plug connector

1 x 5-pin plug connector

4 x Terminators (jumpers)

1 x Ethernet cable 1.0 m (Cat. 5)

1 x Serial cable RS232, 1:1 assignment, 2 m

1 x Fitted jack with solder connection 9-pin D-SUB (DE-9)

1 x Housing for fitted jack 9-pin D-SUB (including screws)

1 x Power supply (12V DC)

2 x Wall mountings

8 x Screws + plugs

1 x Manual (CD)

The scope of delivery may differ depending on the ordered equipment or device variant.

The device’s range of functions depends on the ordered equipment or device variant and
may therefore not correspond with this document’s content. Certain functions and features
may require an activation that is subject to costs.

3.2 Transportation and packaging

Store the original packaging for transportation at a later date. Dallmeier electronic is not
responsible for damage resulting from unprofessional/improper transportation. The goods
should only be shipped in their original packaging.

If the original packaging is no longer available, ensure that the packaging used sufficiently
protects the unit against damage, moisture, heat and cold.

3.3 Warranty

The terms and conditions valid at the signing of the contract apply.

3.4 Appropriate use

The DNI-1 (Dallmeier Network Interface) is a data interface for connecting a Dallmeier
electronic recording system to various external devices or systems.
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3.5 Performance Features

Metallically isolated connection of external systems up to 1kV and a maximum bus
length of 1200m.

Direction conversion of the device-specific protocol through the interface.

Voltage supply of the DNI network via the data bus cabling.

Simple mechanical installation with SUB-D or RJ45 standard plug connectors.

3.6 Certificates

The following certifications were in effect for the DNI at the time this document was produced:

CE
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4 Connection assignment

4.1 Front (external interfaces)

1 Terminator (bus termination of external interface)

2 External interface (5 pin plug connector/RS422 or RS485)

3 Green LED (data exchange within the DNI network)

4 Orange LED (data reception from external source)

5 External interface (9 pin D-SUB jack/RS232)

4.2 Rear (DNI network interfaces)

1 Voltage supply (12 VDC)

2 2 x DNI network interface (RJ45/RS485)

3 DNI network interface (3 pin plug connector/RS485)

4 DNI network terminator

Fig. 4-1: DNI-1 Front

1 2 3 4 5

Fig. 4-2: DNI-1 Rear

1 2 3 4
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5 Connection

The DNI-1 interface can be connected to various Dallmeier electronic recording systems.
At the time of going to press with this document, these systems were as follows:

Wavelet recorder generation II from V. 4.3.1

Wavelet recorder generation III

H.264 recorder

Please note that the connection assignments of the recorders differ slightly. The following
information refers to an H.264 recorder (DMS 240).

Please also note that the DNI-1 can be used for three applications which all differ in principle:

Data exchange with cash desk systems (separate documentation)

Data exchange with external systems (ATM/ACS)

Camera control (dome/control desk)

The simultaneous implementation of more than one application in a DNI network (using a
COM port on the recorder) is not possible. If the recorder has two COM ports, two separate
DNI networks can be connected to one recorder.

IMPORTANT

It is not possible to mix data exchange with external systems
and camera control in a single DNI network.

5.1 General procedure

When they are delivered, all DNI-1 devices are configured using the DNI master protocol.
During the first installation, therefore, it does not mater which DNI-1 is used as the DNI
master. The allocation of the role of DNI slave is made by configuring the device with a DNI
slave protocol.

Ensure that the recorder and DNI are not connected to the voltage supply.

Check all the plugs to ensure the correct connection assignment.

Connect the first DNI (DNI master) to the recorder.

Connect the remaining DNI’s (DNI slaves) to each other and to the DNI master.

Reconnect the devices to the voltage supply.

After the voltage supply is connected, the green LED briefly illuminates. The DNI network is
then ready for operation.
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5.1.1 Connection to the recorder

The DNI master must be connected to the serial interface on the recorder using a serial
cable (RS232 cable with 1:1 assignment).

5.1.2 Connection to the DNI network

The DNI slaves must be connected to the DNI master and to each other using a CAT5 patch
cable via that DNI network interface (RJ45/RS485).

Alternatively the connection between the DNI slaves can also be made using RS485 signal
cables via the DNI network interface (3 pin plug connector / RS485). However, in this case
a separate power supply will be required for each DNI slave.

IMPORTANT

A separate power supply is required for each DNI-1 for direct
wiring via the plug connector.

5.1.2.1 Termination

The two DNI’s at the ends of the DNI network must be terminated.

Connect the jumper on the DNI master to the DNI network terminator.

Connect the jumper on the last DNI slave to the DNI network terminator.

Remove the jumper to the DNI network terminator on all the other DNI slaves.

Please also refer to the following illustrations on the subject of voltage supply.

Fig. 5-1: DNI-1 connection to the recorder

Fig. 5-2: Connection of DNI slaves

COM-Port RS232

COM-Port

RS232 RS485 RS485 RS485
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5.1.2.2 Voltage supply

The DNI master is always supplied with voltage from a power supply.

The type of voltage supply to the DNI slaves depends on how many slaves there are, the
length of the DNI network and the type of their connection.

Connection via RJ45
If a maximum of three DNI slaves are connected using a patch cable, they can be supplied
with voltage from the power supply used for the DNI master.

If more than three DNI slaves are connected to a network or if the length of the DNI
network is greater than 150m, additional power supplies must be connected.

Fig. 5-3: DNI network with three DNI slaves

Fig. 5-4: DNI network with more than three DNI slaves
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Fig. 5-5: DNI network with a large cable length

In these cases in certain circumstances it is also possible to connect a more powerful power
supply (12V/1A) to the DNI master. Contact the Dallmeier electronic support team for furt-
her details.

Connection via plug connectors
If the DNI slaves are connected using the 3 pin plug connectors, a separate power supply
must be connected to each device.

Fig. 5-6: DNI slaves with their own power supplies
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5.2 ATM/Access control system connection

The following illustration shows a DNI network for an access control system and automatic
teller machines.

Please note that other combinations are also possible. Contact the Dallmeier electronic
support team for further details.

Fig. 5-7: DNI network with ATM and access control system
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5.3 Camera control connection variants

Controllable cameras and control desks can be integrated into a DNI network in a variety
of ways. The following illustrations provide an initial overview. Please note that other
combinations are also possible. Contact the Dallmeier electronic support team for furt-
her details.

Dome control with identically designed domes  via the RS422 interface

The camera ID’s are linked to the corresponding camera inputs in the recording system.

A maximum of 24 cameras can be
connected.

ID1 ID2 ID3 ID4

Fig. 5-8: DNI network with identical RS422 domes
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Dome control via the RS232 interface

A DNI is required for every dome camera

The camera types are assigned to the camera inputs and DNIs of the recording system.

A maximum of 24 cameras can
be connected.

Camera ID1

COM 1

Fig. 5-9: DNI network controlled via the RS232 interface

Camera ID2
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Dome control via the RS232 interface and additional models via the RS422
interface

Fig. 5-10: DNI network controlled by the RS232 interface and additional
models with RS422 equipment

A maximum of 24 cameras
can be connected.

ID1 ID2 ID3 ID4

Camera ID5 Camera ID6

Identically designed dome cameras (RS422) are
integrated into a DNI network.

Each dome camera (RS232) requires a DNI 232.

The camera types and IDs are assigned to the
camera inputs and DNIs of the recording system.

COM 1

DNI 232

Bussystem, manufacturer 2
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Dome control with different models via the RS422 interface

Bussystem manufacturer 2

Bussystem manufacturer 1

ID1 ID2 ID3 ID4

ID5 ID6 ID7 ID8

COM 1

Die Identically designed dome cameras
(RS422) are integrated into a DNI network.

The camera types and IDs are assigned to the
camera inputs and DNIs of the recording
system.

A maximum of 24 cameras can be
connected.

Fig. 5-11: DNI network with different RS422 models
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Control with external control panels

To the exclusion of BBV components

COM 1

The camera inputs at the recorder are
used in accordance with the camera
IDs.

When a camera is selected at the
control panel, the respective camera in
the recording system is activated.

A maximum of 24
cameras can be

connected.

Bussystem RS 422/485

ID1 ID2 ID3 ID4

Fig. 5-12: DIN network with external control desks
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6 Configuration

The DNI slaves are configured using the user interface for the recording system. A distinction
must be made for this purpose between a DNI network for exchanging data with external
systems (ATM/ACS) and a DNI network for controlling cameras (dome/control desk).

6.1 Serial interface

The first step is to set the serial interface on the recorder for both connecting an external
system and also for controlling a camera.

Open the Serial interfaces dialog via Setup > Interfaces > Serial.

Set the relevant interface.

Set DNI (external system) (ATM/ACS) or DNI (camera control) (dome/control desk)
as the Function.

Confirm by clicking on OK.

6.2 DNI slave/external system

6.2.1 Configuration of DNI slave

If the DNI network is to be configured for exchanging data with external systems, open the
Dallmeier Network Interface dialog via Setup > Interfaces > DNI Setup.

Fig. 6-1: Serial interfaces dialog
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All the DNI’s on the DNI network will be shown in the Network field, sorted by their Serial
Number. The DNI master has the address 0 and cannot be configured initially. The Name
column shows the protocol with which a DNI is currently configured.

The list can be updated by clicking on Read.

The Protocol field contains a list of the protocols available on the recorder for configuring
the DNI’s.

Click on Export to save a marked protocol to an external
medium.

Click on Import to add an externally saved protocol to the list.

Click on Delete to remove a marked protocol.

NOTE

Current protocols are available in the Dallmeier electronic
partner forum.

Proceed as follows to configure a DNI slave with a new protocol:

Mark the DNI slave in the Network field.

Mark the relevant protocol in the Protocol field.

Click on Program.

6.2.2 Configuration of protocol parameters

Various protocols require their parameters to be adjusted to the current situation. Please
note that only some of the settings are required for most protocols.

Mark the relevant DNI slave in the Network field.

Click on Edit.

The Parameters dialog will appear.

Fig. 6-2: Dallmeier Network Interface dialog
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The Parameters dialog has been optimized for ATM protocols but also allows access control
system protocols to be edited. The following descriptions apply as and where appropriate.

Name
The name of the protocol is used as the DNI name as default. This designation can be
changed in the Name field.

Portrait/Camera and Hand/Camera
The number of the video input on the recorder to which the cameras are connected must be
entered here.

The camera for the ATM which is directed at the upper body of the customer must be
entered as Portrait/Camera. This is often the only active camera for access control systems.

The Hand/Camera is normally in the money shaft of the ATM. This is also known as the
"shaft camera" or "hand to money camera".

NOTE

If a second or third generation Wavelet recorder is used, the
Track to which the camera pictures are saved must also be
entered here.

Interface
The parameters for the data transfer between the DNI slave and the ATM can be edited in
Interface. The correct settings depend on the ATM.

Mirror
During a procedure (for example a transaction on an ATM or access attempt on an access
control system), certain ATM’s send data to the recorder in the form of character sequences.
These data can be viewed and evaluated in the Mirror field if the checkbox under Mirror
has been checked.

Every action at the ATM is described by two lines with the second line containing the utility
data.

Fig. 6-3: Parameters dialog
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The character sequence can be used to define events that cause the recorder to start
recording from the connected cameras (Photostep).
It is also possible to isolate certain data (account number, sort code, amount) which should
be saved with the recorded pictures (Position).

Position
The account number, sort code and amount are always displayed by a certain number of
characters.

Acount number 10 characters (leading zeroes or spaces are relevant)

Bank sort code 8 characters

Amount 4 characters (leading zeroes or spaces are relevant; decimal places are
not)

You must specify in the Account number, Bank sort code and Amount fields in which
position in the sent character sequence the relevant 10, 8 or 4 characters start.
To simplify this, you can click on a position within the character sequence. The corresponding
position number is output in the Position field in Mirror.

Fig. 6-4: Section from the Parameters dialog

Fig. 6-5: Account number position

Fig. 6-6: Bank sort code position

Fig. 6-7: Amount position
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Some ATM’s do not send all three values with the character sequence. In this case a value
must be entered in the appropriate field under Position which is greater than the last
position in the character sequence.

NOTE

If you wish to search the recorder for these data (account
number, bank sort code and amount) saved with the picture,
the appropriate entries must be activated in the Search Criteria
dialog.

Photostep
A value can be entered in each of fields A, B, C under Portrait/Camera. In the following
example the values are 03, 07 and 00.

The Portrait/Camera recording is started when the ATM sends a character sequence whose
position 27 and 28 corresponds to one of the entered values.

In the example above, the first recording (field A) of Portrait/Camera is initiated by the first
event (03 in position 27/28). In this case it is assumed that only a certain period will be
recorded (Timer).

When the second event occurs (07 ion position 27/28), the Portrait/Camera recording is
started again (field B).

In addition it is possible to start the recording a third time (field C). In this example this does
not happen (no event with 00 in position 27/28).

When the third event takes place (11 in position 27/28) the Hand/Camera recording is started.

NOTE

The cameras must be configured on the recorder with
Recording Type Contact for event-based recording.

After completing the configuration, close the Parameters dialog by clicking on OK.

Fig. 6-8: Last position of the character sequence

Fig. 6-9: Parameters, Photostep dialog
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6.3 DNI slave/Camera control

If the DNI network is to be used for camera control using the recorder’s user interface, the
corresponding DNI’s and the recorder must be configured.

Open the Recording settings dialog via Setup > Recording > Cameras > Tracks.

Left-click on the on the line with the relevant camera in the Camera control column.

The camera is marked as controllable by a dome symbol.

Right-click on the dome symbol.

The Recording settings selection dialog will appear.

Click on DNI… .

The Camera control dialog will appear.

Fig. 6-10: Section from the Recording settings dialog

Fig. 6-11: Recording settings selection dialog

Fig. 6-12: Camera control dialog

A

B

C
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Camera ID
First of all the camera must be assigned a unique identification number (ID) in field A.

Click on Edit.

Enter the ID of the camera.

Please note that the camera ID must be identical to the ID set on the camera. In addition,
an ID must not be used more than once in a DNI network.

NOTE
The camera ID (default "-1") has to be entered without minus
sign (e. g. "2").

DNI protocol
All the DNI’s on the DNI network will be shown in field B sorted by their Serial Number. The
DNI master has the address 0 and cannot be configured. The Name column shows the
protocol with which a DNI is currently configured.

The list can be updated by clicking on Read.

Field C contains a list of the protocols available on the recorder for configuring the DNI’s.

Click on Export to save a marked protocol to an external medium.

Click on Import to add an externally saved protocol to list B.

Click on Delete to remove a marked protocol from list B.

NOTE
Current protocols are available in the Dallmeier electronic
partner forum.

Proceed as follows to configure a DNI slave with a protocol:

Mark the DNI slave in list B.

Mark the relevant protocol in list C.

Click on Program.

After completing the configuration, close the Camera Control dialog by clicking on OK.

6.4 Configuration of DNI master

In a DNI network the DNI master always has the address 0 and cannot be configured as the
master.

However, it is possible to integrate a DNI master as a DNI slave in the network and to
configure it by this method. You must remember in this case that it must be connected to
the recorder via a new DNI master (or a DNI slave configured with a master protocol).

If this is necessary, proceed as follows:
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Configure a DNI slave with the DNI master protocol (dmsdni_4.bin)

Power down the recorder

Disconnect the DNI’s from the power supply

Exchange the DNI master and the DNI slave (with the master protocol)

Check that the cabling is correct

Check that the termination is correct

Connect the DNI’s to the power supply

Start the recorder

The DNI master, now acting as a DNI slave in the network, can be configured in the same
way as any other DNI, including with a new master protocol. If necessary it can be returned
to its original position in the DNI network after the configuration has been completed. Use
the above instructions where appropriate for this purpose.

6.5 Restoring factory defaults

If you wish to restore the factory defaults on a DNI (acting as the DNI master), it simply has
to be configured using the appropriate Dallmeier electronic protocol. At the time of writing
this document, this protocol was in version 4 (dmsdni_4.bin).

Contact The Dallmeier electronic support team if you are in any doubt.
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7 Connection and protocol descriptions

The information and descriptions in this section are based on experience and current protocol
descriptions from the various manufacturers. We are not able to rule out the possibility of
changes being made to the hardware, the cable assignment or the interface protocols by
the manufacturers.

NOTE

A list of current protocol versions can be obtained from the
Dallmeier partner forum or from the Dallmeier support team.

7.1 Dome

7.1.1 American dynamics dome

(RS422 Communication protocol)
Protocol: C_AD422.bin

Setting (fixed): 4800 Baud

none parity, 1 stop bit, 8 data bits

Important:

The dome is operated exclusively in so-called "RS422 mode". This must not be confused
with "Manchester Data" or "SensorNet".

The management of the default settings comprises up to 96 items and takes effect with
series AD DeltaDome, SpeedDome Optima and SpeedDome Ultra V (from version 3.06).

The dome is generally connected using a 9 pin screw terminal. The assignment is shown in
the manual under the heading "RS422 data and power".

The Data Out – High or Low outputs are left unswitched.

RS422
Data in High (+)

RS422

Data in Low (-) TxD +

TxD -

Connection of  AD dome and DNI
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7.1.2 Argovision dome

Protocol: C_Argov1.bin

Setting (fixed): 9600 Baud

even parity, 1 stop bit, 8 data bits

Important note on data format:

As the typical dome setting is "8 data bits with parity", the following data format definition
applies exclusively for the Argovision dome:

Display in setup menu: Corresponds to:

8, none parity ...................... 8 data bits, none parity

7, odd parity ........................ 8 data bits, odd parity

7, even parity ...................... 8 data bits, even parity  (Default)

The control functions associated with the iris are not possible with Argovision.

The number of preset positions is limited to 16.

Connection is via RS422 (with DNI-422) or RS232 (DNI232).

Connection of Argovision dome and DNI-422

Connection of Argovision dome and DNI-232

Rx +

Rx -

TxD +

TxD -

RS232 RxD

GND

TxD (Pin 2)

GND (Pin 5)

2       5
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7.1.3 BBV-Base unit Tx1000

Protocol: C_BBV_1.bin

Setting (fixed) 9600 Baud

none parity, 1 stop bit, 8 data bits

Connection of BBV Tx1000 and DNI-232

* The pin assignment can be changed by the manufacturer

RS232 RxD (Pin ?)

GND (Pin 5)*

TxD (Pin 2)

GND (Pin 5)

2       5
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7.1.4 Dallmeier dome DDZ3022A

with protocol "Pelco Digital Coaxitron" ("D" protocol)

Protocol: C_Pelco4.bin

Setting (fixed): 2400 Baud

none parity, 1 stop bit, 8 data bits

Connection of Dallmeier-Dome

The camera interface must be operated in the form of an RS422 interface.

Terminals (Rx+), (Rx-)

Do not forget the ID!

IMPORTANT

If a control desk is used on the DNI it is essential that the ID of
the camera is identical to the input on the recording system.
ID1 camera 1, ID2 camera 2 etc.

Rx +

Rx -

TxD +

TxD -

Setting for 2400 Baud, none parity,
1 stop bit, 8 data bits RS422

Setting for ID 200 (example)
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7.1.5 Dallmeier dome with DCCP protocol

Protocol: C_DCCPv2_1-32.bin / C_DCCPv2_33-64 / C_DCCPv2_65-96

C_DCCP_v1.bin

Settings (default): 9600 Baud

none parity, 1 stop bit, 8 data bits

With an appropriate user interface of the DMS/Netview the following special functions
can be triggered:

Start virtual walk (Pattern)

Auto focus on/off

Auto iris on/off

Auto PAN on/off

Camera menu move cursor in menu

Tour start/stop #1 - #8, Auto PAN start/stop #1 - #8, Pattern start/stop #1- #8

Direckt activation of Tour menu, Pattern menu, Scan menu

Standard function key allocation included:

Center HomePos1

Center Stop HomePos1

Function1 Tour1

Function2 Tour2

Function3 Pattern1

Function4 Pattern2

Function5 Scan1

Function6 Scan2

MenuEnter MenueON

MenuCancel MenueOFF

News from version 2:

Simultaneous control from several keyboards possible.

Thereby applies: C_DCCPv2_1-32 supports the Dome ID 1-32

C_DCCPv2_33-64 supports the Dome ID 33-64

C_DCCPv2_65-96 supports the Dome ID 65-96

If no second keyboard is used in the system the C_DCCP_v1.bin protocoll can be
used further on.

Connection of dome and DNI-422

Rx +

Rx -

TxD +

TxD -
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7.1.6 Dennard dome

Protocol: C_Denna1.bin

Setting (fixed): 9600 Baud

none parity, 1 stop bit, 8 data bits

Please ensure proper setting of the RS-485 address at the dome (refer to the respective
manual for the settings of DIP switches)!

NOTE

The dome does not have iris control.

Important remarks on saving presets:

The Dennard dome has a mode called "Local Text Edit". If this mode is "activated"*, an on-
screen menu appears in the dome video picture with the preset save command. This menu
can be used to assign any desired identifier to the position. To this end, you can move the
cursor in the on-screen menu using the swivel/tilt command arrow and execute confirmation
of the selected function/character with the "Iris OFF" function. After processing, the text
entry (including position specification) is closed by confirming "Accept edit".

Deactivation* of this function ("Remote text edit") occurs in the "Technicians" menu. In this
case, the dome assumes the current settings for the selected preset number (without the
on-screen menu) and the default text "Position xx" appears when the position is called up.

* Activation and deactivation of this function must be take place using a suitable Dennard
keyboard.

Connection of Dennard dome and DNI-422

RS485 A (yellow wire)

RS485 B
(green wire)

TxD +

TxD -
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7.1.7 Elbex  dome

Protocol: C_Elbe1.bin

Setting (fixed): 48010 Baud

none parity, 1 stop bit, 8 data bits

Connection of Elbex dome and DNI-422

NOTE

Transparent mode is prepared.

RS485 + (A)

RS485 - (B)

TxD +

TxD -
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7.1.8 Ernitec  dome

Protocol: C_Ernit1.bin

Setting (fixed): 2400 Baud

none parity, 1 stop bit, 8 data bits

Connection of Ernitec dome and DNI-422

RS485 + (A)

RS485 - (B)

TxD +

TxD -
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7.1.9 Fastrax dome

ETC141E with Protokoll "Pelco Digital Coaxitron" ("D" protocol)

Protocol: C_Pelco2.bin

Setting (default): 2400 Baud

none parity, 1 stop bit, 8 data bits

The "D" protocol must be set at the DIP switches on the DOME (please refer to the manual
for details of the settings). Please ensure that the baud rate and receiver address are
correctly set!

Connection of Fastrax dome and DNI-422

The dome requires a supply voltage of 24V AC.

The DNI must be connected to the terminals of the RS422 interface of the dome.

Terminals (Rx+), (Rx-)

S4-1 Off, S4-2 On (PAL), S4-4 On (RS422)

Protocol on F2, F2E, P,D......, S5-1 Off, S5-2 Off, S5-3 Off

S5-4 Off, S6-1 Off, S6-2 Off, 2400 Baud

S6-3 and S6-4 Off

Do not forget the ID!

Tx +

Tx -

TxD +

TxD -
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7.1.10 Forward dome

from series Mic1-300

Protocol: C_Forw3.bin

Setting (fixed): 9600 Baud

odd parity, 1 stop bit, 8 data bits

Important:

The dome is connected via RS485 and was turned contrary to the description in the manual
when we conducted our test.

Therefore the RxD A input must be to TxD – (B) on the DNI and correspondingly RxD B to
TxD + (A).

New from version 3:

Support of special functions wash, wipe and IR light.

Connection of Forward dome and DNI

Data Rx B white

Data Rx A yellow

TxD + (A)

TxD - (B)
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7.1.11 JVC dome

from series TK-C676 U/E
Protocol: C_JVC6_2.bin

Setting (fixed): 9600 Baud

even parity, 1 stop bit, 8 data bits

Important:

Before the JVC dome is started up, it has to be set to Multidrop communication mode (DIP
switch 4:ON) and Simplex (DIP switch 5:ON) (please check the quoted DIP positions against
your specific manual!).

Please ensure proper setting of the RS485 address at the dome (settings of the round DIP
switches 1+2)!

Connection of JVC dome and DNI-422

Data Rx+

Data Rx-

TxD +

TxD -
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7.1.12 Mark Mercer dome

Meridian control protocol

Protocol: C_MMerc1.bin

Setting (fixed): 9600 Baud

none parity, 1 stop bit, 8 data bits

Please ensure the correct setting of the protocol type ("MarkMercerMeridian") and camera
address at the DIP switches (refer to the respective manual for setting information)!

Six different speed levels are supported for the pan/tilt functions!

Connection of Mark Mercer dome and DNI-422

RS485 A

RS485 B

TxD +

TxD -
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7.1.13 Maxcom telemetrie matrix VCL

Protocol: C_Max1.bin

Setting (fixed): 9600 Baud

none parity, 1 stop bit, 8 data bits

ID addresses 1-8 must be set at the VCL domes with respect to Maxcom camera inputs 1-8.

Important:

Due to technical reasons, there is only support for calling up presets 1-9.

A VCL controller must be directly connected to the VCL bus, for example, for preset definition!

Connection of VCL dome, Maxcom8 and DNI-422

Maxcom 8

Twisted pair KBD 1

Occupation:

1  signal +

2  signal -

3  GND

R+(A)

R-(B)

Front view of plug
1 8
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7.1.14 Panasonic dome

Protocol: C_Panas3.bin

Setting (default): 19200 Baud

none parity, 1 stop bit, 8 data bits

Required Panasonic dome settings:

RS422, 19200 baud, conventional protocol

Address setting by way of machine ID. Ensure that the DIP setting of all address pins is
accurate, as otherwise no acceptance by the dome will occur. Following activation, the on-
screen display of the dome must be visible! The RS422 dome transmission lines (T+ and T-
) are not connected, despite over DIP switch in RS422 mode!

Connection of Panasonic dome and DNI-422

R + (A)

R - (B)

TxD +

TxD -
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7.1.15 Panasonic dome

from series CSR600/CSR650

Protocol: C_Pan6_1.bin

Setting (fixed): 19200 Baud

none parity, 1 stop bit, 8 data bits

Please ensure the correct setting of the baud rate and the receiver address at the DIP
switches (refer to the respective manual for setting information)!

Important note:
When you save the dome presets, the current settings for the dome will be saved for the
new preset setting but the dome will again move to the last valid position of the preset.

Connection of Panasonic dome and DNI-422

R (A) green

R (B) yellow

TxD +

TxD -
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7.1.16 Pelco dome

with protocol "Pelco Digital Coaxitron" ("D" protocol)

Protocol: C_Pelco7_1-32.bin / C_Pelco7_33-64.bin / C_Pelco7_65-96.bin

C_Pelco6.bin

Setting (default): 2400 Baud

none parity, 1 stop bit, 8 data bits

The DIP switches (please note the manufacturers manual) of the dome must be set to “D”
protocol. Please ensure that the baud rate and receiver address are correctly set!

New from version 3

Further extended commands can be executed when Pelco keyboard and Pelco dome are
used in an DNI system (e. g. functions like Pattern or Set / Clear Aux as far as supported
from the keyboard).

New from version 4

The following special functions can now be executed using a suitable DMS/Netview interface:

- Start tour (Pattern) - Stop tour

- Start “Define tour” - End “Define tour”

- Auto Focus (on/off) - Auto Iris (on/off)

- Auto PAN (on/off) - Camera menu

- Set auxiliary output - Reset auxiliary output

New from version 5

Extension of the special functions with Start/Stop tour #1 - #8, Start/Stop Autopan #1 - #8
and camera menu OFF.

New from version 6:
Extension of the special functions with direct call of Tour menu, Pattern menu, Scan menu.

New from version 7:

Simultaneous control from several key boards possible.

Thereby applies: C_Pelco7_1-32 supports the Dome ID 1-32

C_Pelco7_33-64 supports the Dome ID 33-64

C_Pelco7_65-96 supports the Dome ID 65-96

If no second keyboard is used in the system the C_Pelco6.bin protocoll can be used
further on.

Connection of Pelco dome and DNI-422

Rx +

Rx -

TxD +

TxD -
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7.1.17 Philips  dome

Protocol: C_Phili1.bin

Setting (default): 9600 Baud

none parity, 1 stop bit, 8 data bits

Important:

The Philips (auto) dome is directly controlled via RS232 (only possible for one dome) or via
a so-called biphase converter (available from Philips - LTC8784, LTC8780). As such, a DNI
with an RS232 interface must be used for control.

Please refer to the corresponding connection description for information on the exact PIN
designation of RxD and GND for the Philips converter used.

Connection of Philips Biphase converter and DNI-232

RS232 RxD

GND

TxD (Pin 2)

GND (Pin 5)

2       5
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7.1.18 Samsung dome

Protocol: C_Sams_2.bin

Setting (default): 9600 Baud

none parity, 1 stop bit, 8 data bits

Please ensure the correct setting of the baud rate and the receiver address at the DIP
switches (refer to the respective manual for setting information)!

Connection of Samsung dome and DNI-422

Tx +

Tx -

TxD +

TxD -
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7.1.19 Sanyo dome (SSP protocol)

Protocol: C_SSP1.bin

Setting (fixed): 19200 Baud

no parity, 1 stop bit, 8 data bits

Note on control:

As a result of the structure of the SSP protocol, only a few commands per second are
possible. Consequently, a delay becomes quite evident with multiple commands in a row.

Connection is made via RS485 (with DNI-422).

Connection of Sanyo dome and DNI-422

A +

B -

TxD/RxD +

TxD/RxD -
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7.1.20 Ultrak dome

KD6/KD6-Z - "MaxPro" protocol

Protocol: C_Ultra1.bin

Setting (fixed): 9600 Baud

even parity, 1 stop bit, 8 data bits

The KD6 dome must be set to "MaxPro" mode prior to startup: DIP switch 4 (please refer to
the respective manual for the DIP setting).

Please ensure proper setting of the RS485 address at the dome (settings of DIP switches 1-
3)!

Connection of Ultrak dome KD6 and DNI-422

Data Rx +

Data Rx -

TxD +

TxD -
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7.1.21 Ultrak KS200

Keyboard Maxpro KS200 for telemetry receiver (Ultrak)

Protocol: Kb_KS2_1.bin

Setting (fixed): 19200 Baud

none parity, 1 stop bit, 8 data bits

Control notes:

The iris functions are not supported by the telemetry protocol!

Pan/tilt speed also is not variable!

Connection notes:

The keyboard is connected via a so-called RJ45 terminal block.

In addition to the voltage supply, RS485 transmission lines RS485 + (pin 1) and RS485 -
(pin 8) are lead through here.

Connection of Keyboard and DNI-422

RS485 +

RS485 -

RxD +

RxD -
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7.1.22 Ultrak KSC800

Telemetry receiver KSC800

Protocol: C_KSC8_1.bin

Setting (fixed): 192000 Baud

none parity, 1 stop bit, 8 data bits

Control notes:

The iris functions are not supported by the telemetry protocol!

Pan/tilt speed also is not variable!

Connection notes:

Please ensure correct setting of the receiver address at jumper field JP3 (refer to the
respective manual for setting information)!

Saving and calling up of fixed positions (presets) at the KSC800 can only be done with the
optional ECPOS board.

Ensure proper directional polarity when connecting the control lines!

Connection of KSC800 telemetry receiver and DNI-422

RS485 + (KL1-1)

RS485 - (KL1-2)

TxD +

TxD -
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7.1.23 VCL dome

with protocol "VCL TP Protocol"

Protocol: C_VCL_3.bin

Setting (fixed): 9600 Baud

none parity, 1 stop bit, 8 data bits

The receiver address (1-128) must be set at the DIP switches of the dome (please refer to
the manual for details of the settings).

Connection of VCL dome and DNI-422

RS485 + (D+)

RS485 - (D-)

TxD +

TxD -
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7.1.24 Vista-Power dome

Protocol: C_Vista1.bin

Setting (fixed): 19200 Baud

none parity, 1 stop bit, 8 data bits

Please ensure correct setting of the receiver address at the DIP switches of the dome (refer
to the respective manual for setting information)!

Connection of Vista dome and DNI-422

Data in + (A)

Data in - (B)

TxD +

TxD -
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7.2 Control pamels

7.2.1 BBV keyboard Tx1000KB

Protocol: KB_BBV_1.bin

Setting (fixed): 9600 Baud

none parity, 1 stop bit, 8 data bits

Connection of BBV keyboard and DNI-232

RS232 TxD (Pin ?)

GND

(Pin 5)
RxD (Pin 3)

GND (Pin 5)

3    5
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7.2.2 Ernitec keyboard

Type 150xM ("ERNA"-protocol)

Protocol: Kb_Ern_1.bin

Setting (fixed): 2400 Baud

none parity, 1 stop bit, 8 data bits

Important note:

Keyboard type "Direct Camera Control" must be set on the keyboard.

This usually occurs by way of the keyboard setup (please refer to the manufacturer’s manual).

The keyboard is connected via a SUB-D plug. In addition to the optional RS232, the required
RS485 transmission lines Tx+ (pin 6) and Tx- (pin 7) are lead through here.

Connection of Ernitec keyboard and DNI-422

RS485 +

RS485 -

TxD +

TxD -
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7.2.3 Forward Vision

CCTV keyboard type 500

Protocol: Kb_Forw1.bin

Setting (fixed): 9600 Baud

none parity, 1 stop bit, 8 data bits

Important note:

The "Set Simplex Mode" telemetry mode must be set on the keyboard.

This can be set using keyboard setup code "94". For further information on this refer to the
manufacturer’s manual (point 9.4).

The dome is connected via RS485 and was turned contrary to the description in the manual
when we conducted our test.

Therefore the TxD A output must be to RxD - (B) on the DNI and correspondingly TxD B to
RxD + (A).

Connection of Forward keyboard and DNI

RS485 B
white

RS485 A
yellow

RxD + (A)

RxD - (B)
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7.2.4 JVC keyboard (RM-P2580)

with protocol for TK-C676

Protocol: Kb_JVC_1.bin

Setting (fixed): 9600 Baud

even parity, 1 stop bit, 8 data bits

Important notes:

"B" mode must be set on the keyboard. This means that you have to set DIP switch number
1 to "ON" (please check against the manual issued for the specific keyboard).

The target address (dome ID, max. 16) is changed over via Camera + Number + Enter and
appears as the camera number in the left display!

Saving the fixed positions of the dome (save presets) can only be done via the internal
keyboard menu. This requires a monitor to be connected to the Monitor 1 output of the
keyboard in order to view the various Setup menu points.

Press and hold "MENU" for a few seconds to open Setup. With "Positions Setup" (press
SET) you are taken to a display of the current camera number and position. The ID address
or position can be changed as normal with Camera/Position + Number + Enter.

Then make the desired setting with the joystick, zoom and focus. To save, press and hold
"SET" for a few seconds until "Position saved" appears.

To exit the Setup menu, press "MENU" twice.

The keyboard is connected via the terminal block at the back. Here you must connect the
RS422 transmission lines (TxD) and receptions lines (RxD) to the DNI.

Connection of JVC keyboard and DNI-422

TxD + (PIN 1)

TxD - (PIN 2)

RxD + (PIN 4)

RxD - (PIN 5)

RX + (PIN A)

RX - (PIN B)

TX + (PIN C)

TX - (PIN D)
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7.2.5 Mark Mercer keyboard

Meridian Control Protocol

Protocol: kb_mmer1.bin

Setting (fixed): 9600 Baud

none parity, 1 stop bit, 8 data bits

Control note:

Please first enter a valid camera number (= dome address, e.g. "1" + "Camera" for address
1) following voltage supply. Then proceed as described in the MarkMercer manual.

Connection of Mark Mercer keyboard and DNI-422

RS485 A

RS485 B

RxD +

RxD -
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7.2.6 Pelco keyboard

in direct mode ("P" protocol)

Protocol: Kb_Pelc_P3.bin

Setting (fixed): 4800 Baud

none parity, 1 stop bit, 8 data bits

Important note:

"Direct Mode" has to be set on the keyboard. This is done using the keyboard’s DIP (please
note the manufacturers manual).

The keyboard is connected unsing a RJ45 terminal block. The terminal block contains the
signal lines Tx+ (Pin1) und Tx- (Pin2) besides the current supply.

New from version 2:

If the Pelco keyboard and keyboard dome are used in a DNI system, additional extended
commands can now be executed (e. g. functions such as Pattern or Set/Clear Aux where
supported by the keyboard and dome).

New from version 3:

The preset calls 61-68 (Autopan start #1 - #8), 71-78 (Tour start #1 - #8) and the presets 95
(OSD-Menü ON), 96 (OSD-Menü OFF) are now integrated in the standard dome protocol.

Connection of Pelco keyboard and DNI-422

RS485 Tx+

RS485 Tx-

RxD +

RxD -
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7.2.7 Pelco keyboard

in direct mode ("D" protocol)

Protocol: Kb_Pelc_D3.bin

Setting (fixed): 4800 Baud

none parity, 1 stop bit, 8 data bits

New from version 2:

If the Pelco keyboard and keyboard dome are used in a DNI system, additional extended
commands can now be executed (e. g. functions such as Pattern or Set/Clear Aux where
supported by the keyboard and dome).

From version 3:

The preset calls 61-68 (Autopan start #1 - #8), 71-78 (Tour start #1 - #8) and the presets 95
(OSD-Menü ON), 96 (OSD-Menü OFF) are now integrated in the standard dome protocol.

The information and states for target addresses 1 – 64 (dome ID) are managed.

Connection of Pelco keyboard and DNI-422

RS485 Tx+

RS485 Tx-

RxD +

RxD -
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7.2.8 Ultrak keyboard

"MaxPro" protocol

Protocol: Kb_Ultr1.bin

Setting (fixed): 9600 Baud

even parity, 1 stop bit, 8 data bits

Transmission must be made to monitor 01 at the keyboard (indication in display "<Spot01>").

This occurs by making the appropriate settings at the keyboard (please refer to the
manufacturer’s manual).

The keyboard is connected via a so-called RJ45 terminal block. In addition to the voltage
supply, RS485 transmission lines D+ (pin 1) and D- (pin 2) are lead through here.

Connection of Ultrak keyboard and DNI-422

RS485 D+

RS485 D-

RxD +

RxD -
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7.2.9 VCL keyboard

for Matrix Maxcom telemetry

Protocol: KB_Max_2.bin

Setting (fixed): 9600 Baud

none parity, 1 stop bit, 8 data bits

Connection of VCL keyboard and DNI-422

Signal + (Pin1)

Signal - (Pin2)
GND (Pin3)

Occupation:

1  signal +

2  signal -

3  GND

  1              8

Front view of plug
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7.2.10 Videotec keyboard

DCJ with Videotec protocol

Protocol: Kb_Vite2.bin

Setting (fixed): 9600 Baud

none parity, 1 stop bit, 8 data bits

Important notes:

The telemetry protocol "Videotec" must be set on the keyboard.

This is done by making the appropriate keyboard settings (please refer to the manufacturer’s
manual).

The target address (dome ID, max. 10) is changed over by simply entering the Number and
appears as the camera number in the top display line!

The positions 1-14 are managed ("SCAN" + Number: Call up the position; "Preset" + Number:
Save the position).

The keyboard is connected via a so-called RJ-45 terminal block. The RS485 A transmission
lines (Pin6, white wire) and RS485 B (Pin2, yellow wire) are led through here.

Connection of Videotec keyboard (DCJ) and DNI-422

RS485 A

RS485 B

RxD +

RxD -
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7.2.11 VISTA keyboard

NPX/KBD/J3De in dome mode

Protocol: Kb_Vist1.bin

Setting (fixed): 19200 Baud

none parity, 1 stop bit, 8 data bits

Important notes:

The so-called "dome mode" must be set on the keyboard.

This is done by executing the function "Disabling Baxnet" at the keyboard (please refer to
the keyboard’s instruction manual -> Special Power-Up Sequences).

The target address (dome ID) is changed over by entering the Number + Cam Key!

The keyboard is connected via a so-called RJ45 terminal block. The RS485+ (Pin4) and
RS485- (Pin5) transmission lines are led through here in addition to the 12V voltage supply
for the keyboard.

Connection of Vista keyboard (NPX/KBD/J3De) and DNI-422

RS485 +

RS485 -

RxD +

RxD -
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7.3 ATM

The specified IC codes always refer to the corresponding search criterion for the recording
system. The relevant search criteria must be activated on the recording system to save or
display the data (Setup > Recording > Search Criteria).

7.3.1 APBI server

Protocol: APB_1.bin

Setting (fixed): 9600 Baud

none parity, 1 stop bit, 8 data bits

This software is designed for all ATMS that are exclusively configured to run using
Sparkassen Informatik’s APB level 33 (or level 32).

In addition to supporting the typical dispensing of money, this software (level 33 only) is
used for making deposits, charging money cards and other transactions.

NOTE
The following data fields are taken into account by the DNI.
Please adapt the search criteria in the DMS accordingly.

Switch points (photosteps) 3, 6, 9 and 11 are used.

Due to the different transaction types, all 4 switch points to some extent are crossed
throughout the duration of the transaction (however fewer at present).

For additional information, be aware of relevant publications made by Sparkassen Informatik!

ID codes ID designation

13 Card data

16 Modul number (1 digit)

ID1-BCN: 8 digit

ID2-Account: 10 digit

ID3-TAN: 4 digit (now taken from the variable component
instead from the PBM)

ID4-Amount: 10 digit (contains amount + currency ID field for
payout, otherwise the transaction type)

ID7-Date: 6 digit

ID8-Time: 4 digit

ID16-Port no: 1 digit
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7.3.2 DeLaRue

ATM Anschluss

Protocol: DeLaR-CH.bin

Setting (fixed): 9600 Baud

none parity, 8 data bits

*): Optional data (not output by the ATM for all banks).

ATM  9 pin jack DNI modul

ATM  25 pin plug DNI modul

ID codes ID designation

03 Transaction number (6 digit)

06 Message type (1 digit)

07 Output date

08 Output time

09 Date / time sessions (14 digit)

10 Clearin perioden number (4 digit)

11 Message number (6 digit)  *)

18 ATM number (4 digit)
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7.3.3 Dresdner Bank protocol

Special features of SNIDreb2.bin for Pro Cash 400

First of all dmsdni4.bin must be written to the sender DNI (on the ATM).

After completing the programming the sender must be exchanged with the receiver.

Click on Read in the DNI menu (you may have to click on it several times).

SNIDreb2.bin can now be written to the new sender.

Only the recording track is set in the Module Data menu.

The Hand/Camera or Portrait/Camera settings can be ignored.

The foyer, portrait and shaft cameras are entered in the Photostep menu.

A = Portrait camera
B = Foyer camera
C = 0
Hand camera = Shaft camera number

If there is already an interface cable on the machine, a 1:1 cable to the sender DNI must
generally be used.
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7.3.4 Fiduzia AgreeSB

Protocol: pbm-FID1.bin;

Setting (fixed): 2400 Baud

none parity, 1 stop bit, 8 data bits

Positions: Account no..: 39 / BCN.: 30
Amount (at 8 digits): 52

Important

The following data fields are taken into consideration by the DNI (please adjust the search
criteria accordingly in the menu):

The following switch points (Photosteps) are supported:

"06" after entering the PIN (Portrait)

"11" when cash is dispensed (Shaft)

* Information: If a large amount is withdrawn using a credit card (track 2 transaction), the
card number (21-figure) is output and saved under ID 1 (otherwise used for the bank sort
code).

ID1-BCN or Card no.: 8 or 21 digit max *

ID2-Account: 10 digit

ID3-TAN: 4 digit

ID4-Amount: 8 digit (if output by the ATM,
otherwise zeroes)

ID7-Date: 6 digit

ID8-Time: 4 digit

ID16-Modul no.: 1 digit

ID18-ATM number: 6 digit

ATM  9 pin jack DNI modul

ATM  25 pin jack DNI modul
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7.3.5 NCR ATM

with CasinoS Cash

Protocol: NCR_casS.bin

Setting (fixed): 1200 Baud

odd parity, 1 stop bit, 8 data bits

*:    only with data format 3

**:  only with data format 2+3

Connection assignement

ID codes ID designation

01 Account number

02 Bank code

03 Transaction number (3 or 4 digit)

04 GTotal (8 digit) *

07 Date

08 Time

16 Modul number (1 digit)

18 ATM number (5 digit) **

ATM  25 pin plug DNI modul

ATM  9 pin jack DNI modul

bridge

bridge

bridge

bridge
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Note:
Since there are currently a range of different machines using different operating systems
and therefore a very large number of possible combinations and settings on the machine,
we highly recommend that you obtain further information from the relevant technical NCR
representative about the current ATM status and the possibilities related to it. In this respect
we refer your attention to NCR’s own document entitled "Specification of the camera interface
for NCR automatic teller machines with CasinoS Cash".

In principle all four data formats will be automatically detected and supported.

For data formats 0 and 1 (NCR format) the NCR ATM generally sends the data after the
card has been inserted or after the card has been removed. In general no amount is sent by
the ATM.

A logic system is built into the protocol, whereby the number of the portrait camera is output
when the card is inserted and the number of the shaft camera is output when the card is
removed.

Note:

For the PAS application the transaction number is set to 000 when the card is inserted and
the new transaction number is sent when the card is removed.

For data formats 2+3 (PBM format), the machine number and the 8-figure amount (data
format 3 only) are also sent. It is also possible to enter camera switch points (Photosteps)
other than the preset ones (03, 07 and 11) in the DNI setup menu.
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7.3.6 Rondo ATM

Rodno-ATM (Keba) with Rondo protocol

Protocol: RONDO  .bin

Setting (fixed): 1200 Baud

odd parity, 7 data bits

ID codes supported:

Protocol: RONDOal2.bin

Setting (fixed): 1200 Baud

odd parity, 7 data bits

In the modified Rondo protocol (a string with up to 72 characters), in addition to the time
and date the string has the following structure:

ID codes supported:

ID codes ID designation

07 Date

08 Time

16 Modul number

18 ATM number

03 Transaction number

01 Bank code

02 Accountnumber

04 Amount (11 digit, incl. comma and
2 digit to the right of the comma)

05 Currency

ID codes ID designation

07 Date

08 Time

09 free Text1
first picture with first string line
(35 digits)
second picture with second string line
(36 digits)
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Connection description (PIN assignment) between Rondo ATM and DNI:

ATM 9 pin jack DNI modul

ATM 25 pin jack DNI modul
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7.3.7 SNI ATM with Trace_Emulation

Protocol: SNItrace_2.bin

Area of application: Germany

* As provided by the ATM software

ATM  9 pin jack DNI modul

bridge

bridge

bridge

bridge

ATM 25 pin plug DNI modul

ID codes ID designation

07 Date

08 Time

16 Modul number

03 Transaction number

01 Bank code *

02 Account number *
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7.3.8 SNI ATM with ISAC23-Emulation

Protocol: SNIisac_2.bin

Area of application: Germany

It may be that in some versions, not all of the data fields at the interface are made available
by the ATM (e.g. currency, transaction number in every data set).

*): As provided by the ATM software

bridge

bridge

ATM 9 pin jack DNI modul

bridge

bridge

ATM 25 pin plug DNI modul

ID codes ID designation

07 Date

08 Time

16 Modul number

18 ATM number

03 Transaction number

01 Bank code*

02 Accountnumber*

04 Amount*

05 Currency*
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7.3.9 WincorNixdorf

Cash systems in use on the ZSSB of FinanzIT

Protocol: Fin_IT_2.bin
Setting (fixed): 2400 Baud, none parity, 1 stop bit, 8 data bits

Fixed assignment of the cameras

1. String Portrait with IDs 3, 7, 8, 16
(after card insertion)

2. String Portrait with IDs 1, 2, 7, 8, 16
(after card insertion)

3. String Portrait with IDs 4, 5, 7, 8, 16
(after receipt of response to the authorization query)

4. String Portrait/Shaft with IDs 7, 8, 16

Connection assignment:

ATM  25 pin plug DNI modul

ATM 9 pin jack DNI modul

ID codes ID designation

01 Bankcode 8 digits

02 Account 10 digits

03 Transaction number 4 digits

04 Amount max. 8 digits

05 Currency 3 digits

07 Date 6 digits

08 Time 4 digits

09 Card sequence number 4 digits

16 Modul number (DNI #) 1 digits
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7.4 ACS

The specified IC codes always refer to the corresponding search criterion for the recording
system. The relevant search criteria must be activated on the recording system to save or
display the data (Setup > Recording > Search Criteria).

7.4.1 AHB foyer reader

Timeguard with V.24/EXP 1.0 link to output messages

Protocol: AHB.bin
Setting (fixed): 9600 Baud, none parity, 1 stop bit, 8 data bits

Connection assignment:

Notes:

The card data from the foyer reader are sent in original form in the form of a text message
under ID13 as a result of various formats. Generally three data blocks are sent, containing
information about the type of card, its validity, account or card number and the bank sort
code.

The timing of the data sending from the reader is fixed and takes place when the door is
opened (door contact).

Up to two foyer readers can be supported by the DNI. Depending on the entry of the slave
address (default 0) in the Photostep parameters, the portrait camera (default 1) or the shaft
camera (default: Photostep address 1, shaft camera 2) will be activated on the DMS. The
address of the reader modules is determined using the rotary switch in the switch box.

The connection diagram refers to the connection straight to the plug n the V24 additional
board in the switch box. Only the TxD and GND signals from the reader are used.

ATM 9 pin jack DNI modul

ID codes ID designation

13 Card data

16 Modul number (1 digit)
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7.4.2 Bewator (BC420,BC435) ACS

Protocol: Bewator.bin

Area of application: Germany

The data output under ID 13 are also used internationally for credit cards.

The card data (pos. 9 - 16 from track 2) and the 2-digit event code (see Bewator user manual)
are output.

Bewator connection strip DNI modul

ID codes ID designation

07 Date

08 Time

16 Modul number

13 Card data

06 Status (2 digit)
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7.4.3 Compio ACS

Protocol: Compio.bin

Area of application: Germany

The data output under ID 13 are also used internationally for credit cards.

The first 16 card data entries read in from track 2 are output.

Interface 9600/8/N/1

Connection of Compio card reader

Terminal 2 DNI, 9-pin, female

V 24 "CTS"

V 24 "RTS"

NC

"Normally open" relay contact (make contact)

"Normally closed" relay contact (break contact)

+ common connection for relay contacts

V24 "RxD"

V24 "TxD" ...........................................................Pin 3

GND ....................................................................Pin 5

+ 12V

ID codes ID designation

02 Account number

07 Date

08 Time

13 Card data track 2 (16 digit)
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7.4.4 EDS ACS

Protocol: EDSACS.bin

Area of application: Germany

The data output under ID 13 are also used internationally for credit cards.

The first 19 card data entries read in from track 2 and the authorization status are output.

ACS 9 pin jack DNI modul

ID codes ID designation

07 Date

08 Time

16 Modul number

13 Card data Track 2  (19 digit)

06 Authorization status (6 digit)
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7.4.5 InfoControl/Z ACS

Protocol: InfoZ.bin

Area of application: Germany

The data output under ID 13 are also used internationally for credit cards.

Interface configuration fixed at 4800 baud, no parity, 1 stop bit, 8 data bits.

The card data read in from tracks 2 or 3 are output.

ACS 9 pin jack DNI modul

ID codes ID designation

07 Date

08 Time

16 Modul number

13 Card data 23 digit

06 Status (track number,1 digit)

09 Free text (authorization status, 10 digit)
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7.4.6 Kebin (Pasador) ACS D

Protocol: Kebin.bin

Area of application: Germany

The data output under ID 13 are also used internationally for credit cards.

Settings in the Pasador configuration program:

9600 Baud, no Parität, 1 stop bit, 8 data bits

Date/Time: (x)

Command characters in front of the data: 02  /  behind the data: 03

ETX: None

Card data (pos.1 - 18 from track 2), (pos. 5 - 12/bank code and pos.14 - 23/account from
track 3) are output.

ACS 25 pin connection strip DNI modul

ID codes ID designation

07 Date

08 Time

16 Modul number

13 Card data, track 2

01 Bank code

02 Account number
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7.4.7 Kebin (Pasador) ACS AU

Protocol: KebinAU.bin

Area of application: Austria

Special version for displaying Austrian account numbers and bank codes.

The data output under ID 13 are also used internationally for credit cards.

Settings in the Pasador configuration program:

9600 Baud, no Parität, 1 stop bit, 8 data bits

Date/time: (x)

Command characters in front of the data: 02  /  behind the data: 03

ETX: None

Card data (pos.1 - 18 from track 2), (pos. 5 - 12/bank code and pos.14 - 23/account from
track 3) are output.

ACS 25 pin connection strip DNI modul

ID codes ID designation

07 Date

13 Card data, track 2

08 Time

01 Bank code

16 Modul number

02 Account number
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7.4.8 Miniter Card reader

Protocol: Miniter2.bin setting in the Search criteria menu

Setting (fixed): 19200 Baud

none parity, 1 stop bit, 8 data bits

Track 3 described (EC card):
Account No. 10 digit; bank sort code 8 digit

Track 2 described (e.g. credit cards):
Card No. up to 16 digits (ID code 13)

The date / time are not output by the Miniter 485.

Note:

The card reader first must be configured via the MINITER configuration program and an
RS232/RS422 converter. To this end, the preconfigured "Mini_DNI.S2d" file can be used as
a starting point for applying the basic settings (see screenshots). When doing this, please
ensure the correct standard address (48) and check the authorizations for tracks 2 (; #
(21x)) and 3 ( ; # (23x)).

Also, please select the "Standard" protocol type directly before describing the Miniter!

IMPORTANT

In order to be able to read all 16 characters from track 2 (credit
cards, etc.), the card reader must be equipped with a special
spacer (please inquire to your dealer/manufacturer), as the
standard insertion depth is not sufficient!

ID codes ID designation

02 Account number (10 digit)

01 BCN (8 digit)

13 Card reader 1 (16 digit)
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Connection of Miniter 485 and DNI RS422:
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7.4.9 Portachec ACS

Protocol: Portach.bin

Area of application: Germany

The data output under ID 13 are also used internationally for credit cards.

Options in the Portachec "Connections" configuration menu fixed at: 9600 baud, none parity,
1 stop bit, 8 data bits, video display (yes).

ACS 25 pin connection strip DNI modul

ID codes ID designation

07 Date

08 Time

16 Modul number

13 Card data, track 2

01 Bank code

02 Account number
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7.4.10 Tesk Portier60 ACS

Protocol: Tesk.bin

Area of application: Germany

The data output under ID 13 are also used internationally for credit cards.

Interface configuration fixed at 9600 baud, odd parity, 1 stop bit, 7 data bits.

Card data (pos. 1-18 from track 2), (pos. 5-12/bank code and pos. 14-23/account from
track 3) are output.

NOTE

Reading of track 2: Only the card code and the subsequent
card data (up to 15 characters) are supported.

Reading of track 3: The account number and the bank code
are displayed.

The time/date are not output by Portier60!

ACS 7 pin connection strip DNI modul

ID codes ID designation

16 Modul number

13 Card data, track 2

01 Bank code

02 Account number
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7.5 Other

7.5.1 Panasonic Matrix Switcher

WJ-SX150A/WJ-SX155

Protocol: C_SX150_.bin

Settings (default): 38400 Baud

none parity, 1 stop bit, 8 data bits

Important notes on serial operation:

It is important that the baud rate for the matrix is properly set (default setting: 38400).

As the DNI must log in at the SX150 (this occurs every time the ID address is changed!), it
is absolutely essential that the OP-ID default factory setting of "150" with password "150"
remains as is (including level 1 and priority 1)!

The cameras are permanently controlled at monitor output 4. When using a system controller,
note that neither connecting to monitor output 4 from the matrix nor simultaneous connection
of the same camera is permitted!

The ID address entered in the DMS is assigned to the respective camera input at the matrix
and correspondingly connected.

Note that each camera switchover in the matrix leads to a one-off delay time of approximately
2 seconds for the command to be executed. As such, this matrix control is not recommended
for applications in which several operators are controlling cameras at the same time.

Connection of Panasonic-Matrix WJ-SX150A/155 and DNI-422

serial port
RxD (Pin 2)

GND (Pin 5)

TxD (Pin 2)

GND (Pin 5)
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7.5.2 Telemetrie Matrix VCL Maxcom

Protocol: C_Max_5.bin

Settings (fixed): 9600 Baud

none parity, 1 stop bit, 8 data bits

ID addresses 1 - 8 must be set at the VCL domes with respect to Maxcom camera inputs
1 - 8.

Important:
Due to technical reasons, there is only support for calling up presets 1 - 9.

A VCL controller must be directly connected to the VCL bus, for example, for preset definition!

New from version 5:
Camera calls from 0-39

Connection of VCL-Dome, Maxcom8 and DNI-422:

Connection of Maxcom Gold Edition:

Maxcom Gold: RS232 port DNI: RS232 port

Pin 2 = TX

Pin 3 = RX

Pin 5 = Gnd

Pin 2 = TX

Pin 3 = RX

Pin 5 = Gnd

1 8

Frontview
of plug

Occupation:

1 signal +

2 signal -

3 GND

R+(A)

R-(B)

Maxcom 8

Twisted pair KBD 1
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7.5.3 VSI-Pro

The VSI-Pro is a cash desk interface for displaying the data in the video picture.

The VSI-Pro receives the data via the printer port of the cash desk. A DNI interface can be
connected to the VSI-Pro.

The data (max. 40 characters per line) are then shown under ID 13; one contact is triggered
per printed line.

Please note that the VSI interface must always be put into operation first.

The baud rate of the DNI interface has to be adapted to the baud rate of the VSI interface.

Display of data

ID 13 40 characters per line (activate in the menu  Search Criteria)

Connection assignment

VSI-Pro DNI

TxD (*Pin 3) -------------- Pin 3 (RS 232)

GND (*Pin 5) ------------- Pin 5 (RS 232)

*not guaranteed

TxD (Pin 3)

GND (Pin 5)

TxD (Pin 3)

GND (Pin 5)
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8 Tools

8.1 Commissioning and maintenance

We recommend the following tools for commissioning and servicing the DNI:

Software or device to evaluate the serial interface, for example SerialSniffer

Mirroring adapter

RS232 interface tester

Laptop

8.2 FAQ

A DNI configuration dialog is not
displayed on the recorder

The DNI configuration dialog cannot be
opened (the button is gray).

IIt is not possible to activate any
controllable cameras (DNI) in the
dialog for making the recording
settings

The DNI interfaces cannot be read.

It is not possible to read a DNI.

Data are being sent to the recorder
(LED’s flashing). However, no pictures
are recorded.

Pictures are recorded. There is not
display of the data from the external
system.

The LED’s do not flash during action
on the ATM or access control system.

The DNI interface is only supported by version 4.3 or
above of the recorder software.

You must first set the relevant COM port to DNI
(external system) or DNI (camera control) in the
configuration dialog for the serial interface.

You must first set the relevant COM port to DNI
(camera control) in the configuration dialog for the
serial interface.

- Check the configuration of the COM port.
- Connect the power supply to one of the DNI

interfaces.
- Check termination of the DNI network.
- Check all  the connection cables.
- Restart the system.

- Check termination of the DNI network.
- A maximum of 24 DNI’s (only 18 on second

generation recorders) can be used in a single DNI
network (in other words on one recorder).

- An additional power supply must be connected for
more than four DNI’s or for cable lengths of 150 m
or over.

- Ensure that the camera and track assignments
are correct.

- The assigned camera must be set to the Contact
recording mode.

- Please note that contact recording is only possible
in track B on DLS recorders.

Only the data that are activated as search criteria
(Setup > Recording > Search criteria) will be
displayed.

First check the complete DNI network independently
of the ATM / ACS using a simulation program and
simulation cable. If the test runs positively, the DNI
network is properly configured. The possible sources
of error could only be the cable between the DNI and
the ATM, ACS or the protocol.
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How can I verify that data are sent by
the ATM/ACS?

Which programs can be used to create
a protocol mirror?

Which protocol is used by the ATM? Is
the video interface active?

An existing DNI network has been
extended with a DNI-1/E. The new DNI
has not been found.

The assigned camera is not recorded.

The orange LED does not go out
following a contact and no picture is
recorded.

The interface settings cannot be
changed.

The Read dialog cannot be selected.

Camera control using DNI on third
generation recorders: The baud rate of
the control protocol needs to be
changed. However, the menu point
cannot be selected. How can the baud
rate be changed anyway?

A relatively simple test can be conducted using an
interface tester. The best method, however, is with a
protocol mirror with a zero modem cable and laptop.

A program called "SerialSniffer" is recommended.

This information can only be provided by the
respective computer center or the customer himself.
We advise you to obtain these data before starting
the installation. A checklist for this is available in the
Dallmeier electronic partner forum and on the
supplied CD.

- Check termination of the DNI network.
- Check the number of DNI’s and the power supplies

(max. four DNI’s per power supply).
- Check the cable length of the DNI network

(max.150 m on one DNI).
- Repeat the reading process.

If this does not produce the required result, power
down the system. Disconnect all the DNI’s from
the supply for one minute.

- Check the size of the assigned track
.- The camera must be set to Contact recording

mode.
- Please note that contact recording is only possible

in track B on DLS recorders.

Check the settings in "Photostep". This error can only
occur for protocols with a variable component, for
example SNIIBM, IBMORIG.

All settings that are not variable have been fixed and
grayed out.

Reading is only necessary to configure the variable
component of the data transfer. This is only
necessary for SNIIBM, IBMORIG.

- Change the settings for the serial interface from
DNI (camera control) to DNI (external system).

- Read the DNI network again.
- Select the appropriate protocol.
- The baud rate can now be changed.
- Set the serial interface to DNI (camera control)

again.
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9 PIN assignment

External intefaces

RJ45 jack

3 pin plug connector

8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

1 2 3

Diameter: 2,1mm

Internal conductor: +12V/120mA

External conductor: GND

DC jack

RJ45 3 pin plug connectorDC jack

1 12V

2 12V

3 Not assigned

4 A

5 B

6 Not assigned

7 GND

8 GND

1 A

2 B

3 GND
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DNI network interfaces

D-SUB jack5 pin plug connector

5 pin plug connector

1 2 3 4 5

D-SUB jack

1 5

6 9

1 Not assigned

2 TxD

3 RxD

4 Not assigned

5 GND

6 Not assigned

7 CTS

8 RTS

9 Not assigned

1 Transmitted data  A (TxD+)

2 Transmitted data B (TxD-)

3 GND

4 Received data A (RxD+)

5 Received data B (RxD-)
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10 Technical data

External interfaces

RS232 9 pin D-SUB jack

RS422 5 pin connector

RS485 5 pin connector

External connection range 15m
RS 232

DNI network interface
RS485 2 x RJ45
RS485 3 pin plug connector

DNI network range 1000m

Electrical isolation max. 1kV

Power supply 12V DC

Current consumption approx. 100mA

Housing Plastic

Measurements W/H/D: 85/28/79mm (w/o jacks and plugs)

Weight < 150g (without power jack)
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